Tales of Tillie
As Accompanied by John Williams

Every morning, John Williams and Tillie,
a rescued greyhound, walk the shores
of Lake Jackson near Tallahassee,
Florida.
You are invited to walk with them. As
the seasons change, listen in as Tillie
shares her wit, wisdom, perspective –
and love.
Tillie and John hope this journey brings
you joy and insight of your own!

I told Tillie I was going to call our talks
“Tales of Tillie.”
She said alliteration is clever but
inspiration is more important.
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I thought it was a good morning for
a walk.
Tillie told me every morning is a good
morning for a walk.
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Tales of Tillie
As Accompanied by John Williams

“If you read one feel-good book this year, you owe it to yourself to read Tales of
Tillie. It is a wonderful book, which tells life tales from the point of view of Tillie, a
kind and beautiful greyhound who was freed from the horrors of the race track.
As Tillie’s writing accompanist John Williams says, clearly Tillie adopted – and
rescued – him!”
Ralph A. DeMeo, Chair Emeritus, The Florida Bar Animal Law Section

“My daughter was in an accident and spent six months in the hospital. As
you can imagine, she felt very isolated and lonely, but when someone brought
in a therapy dog to visit her, she was overwhelmed with joy. It was truly
transformative for her. I hope everyone picks up a copy of Tales of Tillie so they
can see a therapy dog in action and support TMH [Animal Therapy].”
Cheryl Hines, actress, producer and director best known for the awardwinning series “Curb Your Enthusiasm”

Tillie’s Introduction
People are interesting creatures. Even though
I am not fluent in their human language, I
understand emotional nuances. It seems that
humans spend a lifetime being indoctrinated
into the belief that, in the human experience,
emotion is a sort of ugly stepchild that
should only be acknowledged when there is a
rational justification for it.
This axiom, that emotion is less valuable than
reason and logic, seems to have been the
unfortunate source of much violence against
the human spirit. Perhaps because we nonhumans have been spared this indoctrination,
there is a certain wisdom and love that has
been free to develop in us. Perhaps because
we have not been saddled with the belief that
certain aspects of the human experience are
less worthy, we are able to provide comfort
and understanding to humans that they find
difficult to find elsewhere.
When I connect with humans, I notice that we
both grow and heal into a wholeness beyond
what the intellect alone can contemplate.
Some might call that animal therapy. I leave
that for you to decide.
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Tillie said she likes looking at a new
day with fresh eyes.
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I told Tillie I enjoyed looking for
beauty in all things.
Tillie told me I didn’t have to look
very hard as long as I was aware
beauty existed everywhere.
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I asked Tillie why she thought we get
along so well.
She told me it is because she
listens to me instead of giving me
advice and that I am smart enough
to give her treats every day.
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I told Tillie there wasn’t much to see
this morning.
Tillie said look more carefully.
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Tillie thinks there is always light
shining even through a stormy sky.
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Tillie said it is best not to become
angry or frightened in troubled
times.
I said that is hard. Tillie said I know.
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Tillie was being camera shy this
morning. She said something about
a bad hair day. I hope she wasn’t
talking about me.
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Tillie said sometimes there are no
words.
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Tallahassee Memorial HealthCare Animal Therapy and How You Can Help
If you enjoyed Tales of Tillie, you understand how an animal can speak to you with comfort,
patience, humor, and a certain wisdom that helps you deal with challenging experiences.
At Tallahassee Memorial HealthCare (TMH), over 200 therapy animals and their volunteers bring
comfort to patients, families, and hospital staff. These special teams also visit nursing home and
hospice patients, schools to encourage young readers, courthouses to comfort children testifying
about horrifying situations, and first responders to give them a break from consistently stressful
circumstances.
As a nonprofit, TMH Animal Therapy relies on volunteers and donors for the care and training of our
“dogtors” and other animals. Generous donors also help us acquire “career change dogs” to serve
in the most stressful of environments. Highly trained as service dogs (such as leader dogs for the
blind), these exceptional dogs often did not graduate because they were too social to serve just
one person. That makes the dog perfect for Animal Therapy!
Would you like to help comfort those in need through the special love of a therapy animal?
When you donate to the TMH Foundation, you take part in their important work.
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Visit tmhfoundation.org
and designate your gift to
Animal Therapy today.
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Epilogue: “For Me?!?”
On April 5, 2021, in recognition of the therapy she
provides every day, and in anticipation of the wisdom
and comfort she will share with readers of Tales of Tillie,
Tallahassee Memorial Animal Therapy surprised Tillie by
making her an honorary member of the team.
Follow Tillie’s future adventures at www.TalesOfTillie.com.

Scan the QR code
to see Tillie receive
her TMH bandana!
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I asked Tillie how it felt to be
honored. Tillie said honoring each
other can be therapeutic and healing.

